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Modulational instability of short-wavelength ion waves in strongly coupled dusty plasmas
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Modulational instability of electrostatic short-wavelength ion waves in plasmas containing strongly coupled
dusts with variable charge is considered. The evolution equations for the ion waves modulated by slow dust
motion are obtained. The instability behavior differs considerably from that of plasmas with weakly coupled
dust grains and depends strongly on the Coulomb coupling parameter as well as the dust-charge relaxation rate.
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Several studies have been devoted to the modulatio
ion waves by low-frequency dust motion such as that of d
acoustic waves and dust-modified ion acoustic waves@1–6#.
Most of these investigations are for weakly coupled d
grains. Since in many laboratory situations the typical d
charge is large, the Coulomb coupling parameterG
5Zd

2e2/adTd ~whereZd is the dust-charge number,2e is the
electronic charge,ad is the average interdust distance, andTd
is the dust temperature! is often much larger than unity, th
dust grains can be strongly correlated@7–13#. In this paper
we investigate the modulational instability of sho
wavelength ion waves@2,14# in plasmas containing strongl
coupled dust grains modeled by the generalized viscoela
hydrodynamic theory@7#. A set of Zakharov-like evolution
equations is derived and analyzed. It is found that dust
relation as well as dust-charge relaxation can strongly af
the modulational process.

We assume thatr !lp andad; or !l, wherer is the dust
size, lp5(l i

221le
22)21/2 is the plasma Debye length

which actually also depends on the dust density becaus
quasineutrality,ad is the interdust distance,l i ,e are the ion
and electron Debye lengths, andl is the perturbation wave
length, or the spatial scale of dust motion. In the mac
scopic picture of the waves the dust grains can, therefore
treated as a negatively charged fluid with a~variable! charge
density given byndQd52ndZde,0, wherend is the dust
density. We also assumeTe@Ti@Td , me!mi!md /Zd , and
that nd0Zd0;ni0@ne0 , where ma , na0 , and Ta are the
mass, steady-state number density, and temperature of
ciesa (5 i ,e,d), respectively. Thus, for motion on the ele
tron or ion time scale, the plasma is non-neutral and w
regimes that are not accessible in neutral plasmas can
come accessible.

Ion acoustic waves are subject to modulation by the v
low-frequency dust motion. The dispersion relation for t
ion acoustic waves is given by

vk0

2 5
vpi

2 uk0u2le
2

11uk0u2le
2 , ~1!
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wherevk0
andk0 are the frequency and wave vector of th

ion waves, andvpi is the ion plasma frequency. In the shor
wavelength regime,

uk0ul i!1!uk0ule,Ami /me, ~2!

where the last inequality precludes strong Landau damp
@2#, the frequency of the ion waves can be written as

vk0
5vpiS 12

1

2uk0u2l2eD , ~3!

which is sometimes called the ion Langmuir wave frequen
It has been shown@2# that short-wavelength ion acoust

waves are modulated by weakly coupled (G,1) dust grains,
and the resulting instability should appear in dusty plasm
The modulation can be by low-frequency dust acous
waves with wavelengthl(52p/uku) larger as well as
smaller than that of the pump ion waves. For weakly coup
dust grains the dispersion relation of slow dust acou
waves is

vk
2'uku2vsd

2 , ~4!

where

vsd
2 5vpd

2 l i
25

Zd0
2 nd0Ti

ni0md
~5!

is the dust acoustic speed andvpd5A4pnd0Zd0
2 e2/md is the

dust plasma frequency. For strongly coupled (G.1) dust
grains, however, the dust response can be quite different
cause of the significant difference in the dispersive proper
of the low-frequency dust motion for weakly and strong
coupled dust grains@11,13#.

From the generalized viscoelastic hydrodynamic eq
tions @7# for the dust grains one can obtain@13# the disper-
sion relation for the dust waves:

v2

vpd
2 1

i~v/vpd!k
2ad

2h8

12 ivtm
5gdmdk2ld

21
k2ad

2

Bk21k2ad
2 , ~6!
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wheretm is the viscoelastic energy-relaxation time,h85(j
14h/3)/mdnd0vpdad

2 is the normalized viscosity,j and h
are the bulk and shear viscosities,gd is the adiabatic index
md is the compressibility,ld is the Debye length of the dus
grains, andk5ad /lp'ad /l i .

Using the probe model@8,15# for dust charging we have

B5I 1rPvpitd
cb/A2pl i , ~7!

where P5Zd0nd0 /ne0;O(10) and td
ch;A2pl i /rvpi(1

1Zd0e2/rTe) is the dust-charge relaxation time@8#. The
model is valid for stationary perfectly conducting spheric
dust grains andad!l, but is often applied to dust grains i
general @3–6#. For weakly coupled constant-charge du
grains, Eq.~4! can be recovered from Eq.~6! if we set h8
50, tm50, gdmd51, B51, and kl i!1. For strongly
coupled variable-charge dust grains, Eq.~6! can be rewritten
as

vk
25uku2vsd1

2 , ~8!

where vsd1
2 5C1vsd

2 and C15B211k2(120.24G)/3G. The
condition for Eq.~8! to hold is k2ad

2!Bk2. Satisfying this
condition are the long-wavelength (kad!1), weak dust
charging (Bk2;1) regimes for moderately strongly couple
dust grains (G;1), and the relatively short-wavelengt
(kad;1), strong dust charging (Bk2@1) regime for highly
strongly coupled dust grains (G@1). For propagating wave
we haveC1.0, so thatk,kc5A3G/B(0.24G21) whenG
.1/0.24. In general, it is always valid sincek;1 or !1, for
example,kc'3 when givenG;100 andB;1. From Eq.~8!
one can also see that the value ofC1 is very small for strong
charge relaxation and strong dust coupling, demonstra
the existence of slow dust acoustic waves with ultral
phase velocityvsd1 and large wave numberuku@uk0u. In this
case, forad;lp;l i!le and kad;1, we haveuk0ul i!1,
which is consistent with Eq.~2!. It should be noted that the
terms short and long wavelengths have different mean
when applied to the pump~the ion waves! and the modula-
tion ~the dust motion!.

The derivation of the equations governing wave modu
tion is standard@16#. First, one notes that the ion waves a
of much higher frequency than that of the dust waves. T
dynamics of each of these waves are treated as linear w
their own time scales. The nonlinear coupling of the i
waves is through the modulation of the background~origi-
nally constant! ion density by the slow dust motion, and th
of the dust motion is induced by the slowly varying ponde
motive force exerted on the dust grains by the ion wav
The electric fieldE of the short-wavelength ion waves can
written as

E5 1
2 @EiL exp2 ivpit !1c.c.], ~9!

whereEiL(r ,t) is the slowly varying electric-field envelop
arising from density modulation by the dust grains. Acco
ingly we have
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S i
]

]t
D2

vpi

2le
2D“•EiL5

vpi

2
“•DS dni

ni0
EiL D , ~10!

whereD is the Laplacian anddni is the ion density modula-
tion. The left-hand side if set to zero is the linear ion wa
equation and the nonlinear right-hand side is due to a mo
lation of the equilibrium ion density~or the ion plasma fre-
quency!. We note that the coupling of long-wavelength io
waves to the dust motion is much weaker@2# since such ion
waves are almost nondispersive.

From Eq.~8! the density modulation is governed by

S ]2

]t22vsd1
2 D D dni

ni0
5

Zd0
2 nd0

16pni0
2 md

DuEiL u2, ~11!

where the left-hand side describes dust acoustic waves
the right-hand side is the ponderomotive force exerted on
dust grains by the ion waves. Equation~11! is valid for uku
!uk0u, as well as foruku@uk0u when charging and coupling
of the dust grains are strong enough such thatBk2@k2ad

2

holds@see also the discussion on the validity of Eq.~8!#. For
example, ifP;20, G;10, ukuad'1, andad;l i , we have
B;10 andk;1. Thus the conditionsBk2@k2ad

2 and uku
@uk0u are both satisfied.

Equations~10! and~11! constitute a set of coupled partia
differential equations describing the modulation of the i
Langmuir waves by low-frequency dust motion. For a nea
monochromatic short-wavelength ion wave, the wave en
lope modulated by low-frequency dust motion (vk ,k) can
be written as

EiL5E0 exp@2 i ~vkt2k•x!#,

which leads to the appearance of two sidebands (v6vk0
,k

6k0) of the short-wavelength ion waves. The correspond
nonlinear dispersion relation for modulational interaction
then @2#

H Fk0•~k1k0!

uk0uuk1k0u G
2 1

D1
1F ~k0•k0!

uk0uuk2k0uG
2 1

D2
J buE0u251,

~12!

where the linear dielectric permittivities of the sidebands
the general form are

D6512
vpi

2

~v6vk0
!2 1

1

uk1k0u2le
2 , ~13!

where the coupling parameterb is given by

b5
1

32pni0Ti

uku2vsd
2

v22uku2vsd1
2 , ~14!

which governs the coupling of the ion waves to the ve
low-frequency dust motion.

The dielectric permittivities can be simplified. Accord
ingly, for uku!uk0u, we have
1-2
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Fk0•~k6k0!

uk0uuk6k0u G
2

;12S uku2

uk0u2
sin2 u D S 16

2uku
uk0u

cosu D 21

~15!

and

D6;62F S 11
1

uk0u2le
2D v

vpi
2

ukucosu

uk0u3le
2 G , ~16!

whereu is the angle betweenk andk0 . On the other hand
we have

Fk0•~k6k0!

uk0uuk6k0u G
2

;cos2 u6
2uk0u2

uku2
cosu sin2 u ~17!

and

D6;2
1

uk0u2le
2 62S 11

1

uk0u2le
2D v

vpi
~18!

for uku@uk0u.
In order to compare the present results with that

weakly coupled dust grains, we shall now consider sev
limiting cases. Substituting Eqs.~15! and ~16! into Eq. ~12!
one obtains

2
2vpiuku3 sin2 u cosu

uk0u3u~11uk0u22le
22!v

buE0u251 ~19!

for the dispersion relation of long-wavelength (uku!uk0u)
modulation. Forg@kvsd1 , we obtain the growth rate

g;Fvsd
2 vpiWuku5 sin2 u cosu

uk0u3~11uk0u22le
22! G1/3

, ~20!

whereW5uE0u2/16pni0Ti . For cosu51/) it corresponds
to the interaction with the largest growth rate

gmax;F uku5vsd
2 vpiW

uk0u3~11uk0u22le
22!G

1/3

, ~21!

so that the growth rate is similar to that for weakly coupl
dust grains@see Eq.~38! of @2##. However, compared to th
case of weakly coupled dust grains, the threshold of the
stability is now significantly lowered. This is because t
condition g@kvsd1 can be easily satisfied since usua
vsd1!vsd , while the conditiong@kvsd is difficult to satisfy
because of the large value ofvsd for a typical dusty plasma
For example, givenP520, G510, andk'1, we haveB
'10 andvsd1;0.2vsd .

Substituting Eqs.~17! and ~18! into Eq. ~12!, we obtain
for the dispersion relation in the regimeuku@uk0u:
v,

02740
r
al

-

vpi
2 cos2 u

2uk0u2le
2@v22~vpiuk0u22le

22!2#
buE0u251, ~22!

so that the maximum growth rate corresponds tokik0 .
The growth rate can be obtained from Eq.~22!. It scales

differently in different parameter regimes. First, fo
vpi /uk0u2le

2@v@kvsd1
, we obtain

gmax;Auk0u2uku2le
2vsd

2 W, ~23!

so that the growth rate increases withk. Next, for v
@max@kvsd1,vpi /uk0u2le

2#, we obtain

gmax;S uku2vsd
2 vpi

2 W
4uk0u2le

2 D 1/4

, ~24!

which increases withAk. In both of the above cases th
growth rates@Eqs. ~23! and ~24!# are independent ofG and
td

ch. In other words, the growth rates are formally the sa
as that for weakly coupled dust grains. This is because
largek the parameterh8 rapidly decreases@13#. In these two
cases the instability has a lower threshold than the co
sponding cases of weakly coupled plasmas because of
coupling and charging also makeg@kvsd1 easily satisfied
since usually vsd1!vsd . Finally, for vpi /uk0u2le

2!v
!kvsd1 , we obtain the growth rate

gmax;S vpi
2 W

4C1uk0u2le
2D 1/2

, ~25!

which is independent ofk. However, the growth rate is now
strongly dependent on the parameterC1 associated with dus
coupling and charging. Since usuallyvsd1!vsd ~or C1!1!,
the threshold is lower than that for weakly coupled du
grains.

In conclusion, we have considered the modulational ins
bility of short-wavelength ion waves in plasmas containi
strongly coupled dust grains. Dust-charge relaxation is ta
into account. It is found that the modulation of the ion wav
depends strongly on the Coulomb coupling parameterG, the
dust-charge relaxation timetd

ch, as well as the ratio of aver
age interdust distance to plasma Debye lengthk ~appearing
in the parameterC1 , or vsd1 , and the inequalityg@kvsd1!.
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